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• Open architecture approach   
• Detailed planning phase; robust 
Analysis of Alternatives (AoAs)
W ll b l d k f t• e ‐ a ance  pac age o  cos , 
schedule, and performance 
(Independent Cost Estimate 












range and active missile‐seeker       
homing capabilities; capable of 
responding to various threats





• Prior experience helped manage       
anticipated pitfalls
• Positive relationship with industry 
h l d lit t ffi
U.S. Navy‐released photo




systems and sensors; data       
distribution for a common composite 
track database; enhanced ship 


























S bili f i• ta ty o  requ rements
• Available time and approach (incremental vs. one shot)










– Supplant risk with knowledge     
– Milestone A cost estimate with confidence levels
– Competitive prototypes
Enhanced requirements for AoAs–      
– Pre‐Milestone B review of technology maturity and integration risk
– Pre‐Milestone B Preliminary Design Review
Renewed emphasis on systems engineering and testing–            
– Configuration steering boards to stabilize requirements
– Post‐Critical Design Review assessment of progress
GAO (2010 d i i d k l d•   : mo est  mprovements;  ncrease   now e ge at 
key decision points
• GAO (2011): “meaningful steps” taken to reprioritize and 
rebalance portfolio, but still a factor on GAO High‐Risk List
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